New USHIO LED T8 Universal Lamps with Dual Purpose Design

Ushio America introduces new Ubiquity LED T8 Universal lamps with hybrid design capable of ballast compatible or direct-wire operation. These lamps utilize the existing electronic ballast, saving labor and maintenance costs.

CYPRESS, Calif. (PRWEB) July 11, 2019 -- Ushio America, Inc. introduces new LED T8 Universal lamps to its Ubiquity™ series. The Ubiquity LED T8 Universal lamps offer an instant energy-saving solution for F32T8 fluorescent lamps. These USHIO LED T8 lamps have a hybrid design capable of ballast compatible or direct-wire operation. The lamps utilize an existing instant-start or programmed-start ballast to reduce labor and maintenance costs. If the ballast is not compatible or has reached the end of its useful life, simply bypass the ballast. It’s easy and energy efficient!

Ubiquity LED T8 Universal lamps are available in 12.5W and in 4000K and 5000K color temperatures with thermal fuse protection to help prevent overheating. Ushio America is proud to stand behind these 50,000 hour rated life LED lamps with a 5-year limited warranty. These efficient LED T8 lamps are perfect for fluorescent troffers, office lighting, warehouse facilities, and retail lighting. Use these dual purpose lamps to reduce the number of SKUs in your inventory today.

For more information on these LED T8 Universal lamps, visit www.ushio.com or call our customer service representatives at 800.838.7446.

About Ushio America, Inc.

Ushio America, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of specialty and architectural illumination lighting solutions based in Cypress, California. Ushio offers commercial LED lighting products with DLC listed tubes, California Title 20 specifications as well as PAR, MR16, BR, A19, S14, CFL, HID, linear fluorescent tubes, and LED fixtures. Established in 1967 as a subsidiary of Ushio Inc. in Tokyo, Japan, Ushio America offers over 2,500 products including specialty lamps that are used for AV, photographic, stage & studio, cinema, UV curing, germicidal, medical, dental, infra-red heating, and many other applications. Visit www.ushio.com/AL/ for more information.
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